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Abstract
Neglect dyslexia is a neuropsychological syndrome in which patients commit consistently lateralised letter omission, addition, and substitution errors when reading individual words. Although neglect dyslexia frequently co-occurs with domain-general visuospatial neglect, some cases of neglect dyslexia may be best characterised as a dissociable impairment within a word-centred reference frame. This investigation employs data from a single case study of a patient who demonstrated word-centred neglect dyslexia to clarify neglect dyslexia’s relationship with visuospatial neglect. AB completed the Oxford Cognitive Screen and an original reading assessment in which she read 302 words, pseudo-words, and numbers presented in normal, vertical, and mirror-reflected orientations. AB was found to commit consistently lateralised right neglect dyslexia errors (e.g., SHOWN misread as “show” or RELATED misread as “relate”). By contrast, AB did not exhibit object-centred or viewer-centred neglect. AB was also found to commit lateralised reading errors affecting the terminal portions of words when lateralised spatial bias was eliminated by presenting words vertically. Additionally, AB consistently misread terminal letters (originally right-lateralised) even when words were mirror-reflected so that these letters were presented in the left side of space. AB committed no neglect dyslexia errors when reading normally, vertically, or mirror-reflected numbers, and demonstrated a qualitatively different error pattern when reading pseudo-words. The results of this case study imply that neglect dyslexia can involve a content-specific, word-centred cognitive deficit and can be dissociated from egocentric and allocentric visuospatial neglect.
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1. Introduction

Reading impairment in the form of acquired dyslexia is a common and debilitating outcome of stroke (Coslett & Turkeltaub, 2016; Demeyere, Riddoch, Slavkova, Bickerton, & Humphreys, 2015; Ellis & Young, 2013; Jackson & Coltheart, 2013). Acquired dyslexia drastically impacts the way patients are able to understand and employ written information which they encounter throughout everyday activities, ranging from information presented in road signs, newspapers, or favourite novels. Understanding and accurately characterising the cognitive deficits underlying acquired dyslexia is an essential...
Neglect dyslexia is a form of acquired dyslexia in which patients commit consistently lateralized letter omission, addition, and/or substitution errors when reading individual words (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a; Ellis, Flude, & Young, 1987; Ellis & Young, 2013; Jackson & Coltheart, 2013; Moore & Demeyere, 2017; Vallar, Burani, & Arduino, 2010). For example, a patient with left neglect dyslexia might read “impartial” as “partial”, “smart” as “outsmart”, or “tested” as “bested” while a patient with right neglect dyslexia might read the same words as “impart”, “smartly”, and “testing” (Vallar et al., 2010). Neglect dyslexia is most commonly characterised as a peripheral dyslexia, or a reading impairment which results from domain-general impairment to early visual feature analysis (Ellis & Young, 2013; Jackson & Coltheart, 2013; Mozer & Behrmann, 1990; Riddoch, 1990; Shallice, 1988). This classification distinguishes neglect dyslexia from central dyslexias, or reading impairments which are caused by damage to reading-specific, higher-order cognitive processes such as orthographic analysis, semantic processing, and grapheme–phoneme mapping (Coslett & Turkeltaub, 2016; Jackson & Coltheart, 2013; Rapcsak et al., 2009). However, previous research has strongly suggested that neglect dyslexia does not represent a unitary syndrome, but can instead result from damage to multiple distinct cognitive mechanisms.

Hillis and Caramazza (1995) propose a framework for three distinct levels of neglect dyslexic reading impairment affecting distinct spatial reference frames: retinocentric, stimulus-centred, and word-centred. In retinocentric neglect dyslexia patients commit reading errors which are dependent on the egocentric spatial representation within retinotopic coordinates of each stimulus. For example, the neglect dyslexic patient JOD, a patient with left, retinocentric neglect dyslexia, was found to read words presented in the right hemifield with significantly greater accuracy than individual words presented in centrally or in the left hemifield (Hillis & Caramazza, 1995). This pattern of neglect dyslexia can be explained by visuospatial neglect impairment which occurs within a viewer-centred (egocentric) reference frame (Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Vallar et al., 2010). Impairments caused by retinocentric neglect dyslexia can be expected to reliably impact the same lateralisation of viewer-centred space (Beschin, Cubelli, Sala, & Spinazzola, 1997; Driver, 1999; Li, Karnath, & Rorden, 2014). While many neglect dyslexia reading impairments have been shown to operate within a viewer-centred frame of reference (Berghman, Moscovitch, Black, & Mozer, 1990; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Rapp & Caramazza, 1991; Riddoch, 1990; Vallar et al., 2010), this is not seen in all cases.

In stimulus-centred neglect dyslexia, patients commit neglect dyslexic reading errors which affect the right or left letters of individual words, regardless of whether these letters are presented in the contralesional or ipsilesional side of space (Hillis & Caramazza, 1995). Stimulus-centred neglect dyslexia reading error patterns are affected by topographical transformations of individual words (Cubelli, Pugliese, & Gabellini, 1994; Ellis et al., 1987; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Katz & Sevush, 1988; Patterson & Wilson, 1990). For example, one patient exhibiting stimulus-centred neglect dyslexia, VB, was found to commit neglect dyslexia reading affecting the initial letters of words when reading words presented in both the right and left visual field (Ellis et al., 1987). However, VB was not found to commit neglect dyslexic errors when individual words were presented vertically. Additionally, the egocentric lateralisation of VB's neglect dyslexia was not found to change when words were presented upside down so that these originally right-lateralised letters now fell on the left side of the word (Ellis et al., 1987). This means that VB neglected the left side of each presented word stimuli, regardless of whether this left side contained the word's terminal or initial letters. Stimulus-centred neglect dyslexia reliably impacts letters presented on the left or right side of individual word stimuli, regardless of these letters' relative positions within individual words.

In word-centred neglect dyslexia, patients exhibit reading impairment which selectively affects the terminal or initial letters of words, regardless of these words' spatial presentation or topographical orientation (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Miceli & Capasso, 2001). This category of neglect dyslexia is most clearly documented in Caramazza and Hills' (1990a) case study of the neglect dyslexic patient NG. NG was a 77-year-old woman who suffered a stroke resulting in extensive lesions to the left parietal white matter and left anterior basal ganglia (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a). Following her stroke, NG exhibited severe right unilateral visuospatial neglect both in neuropsychological assessments and everyday activities and reported reading difficulty. Caramazza and Hillis (1990a) investigated NG's reading deficit by having NG read a series of over 2000 individual words presented under various topographical transformations. When reading normally-presented words, NG was found to commit neglect dyslexia reading errors which affected the terminal (right-lateralised) letters of these words. However, NG also misread the terminal letters of words even when interference from her visuospatial neglect was eliminated by presenting words vertically. Most notably, NG continued to commit reading errors affecting the terminal (originally right-lateralized) letters even when words were mirror-reflected so that these letters were presented in the left side of egocentric space (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a). These findings revealed that NG's reading impairment was unaffected by topographical stimulus transformations, implying that her neglect dyslexia was caused by a central deficit at a level of processing where grapheme information is represented within a word-centred coordinate system.

Few previous case studies have documented cases of word-centred neglect dyslexia, and there are many questions remaining open for additional research. First, it is unclear whether this word-centred error pattern can be reliably identified in a substantial proportion of cases. Second, it is not yet clear whether word-centred neglect dyslexia can be fully dissociated from visuospatial neglect. Previously documented word-centred neglect dyslexia patients have either demonstrated general visuospatial neglect which co-occurs in the
same laterisation as their neglect dyslexia (e.g., NG, RB, ML) or have not been assessed for domain-general visuospatial deficits (e.g., HH) (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a,b; Haywood & Coltheart, 2000; Hillis, 1990; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995). Finally, Hillis and Caramazza (1995) propose that the reference frame impaired in word-centred neglect dyslexia is common across representations of both words and objects, but it is not yet clear whether or not this claim is supported by previous evidence. Previous case studies have demonstrated that retinocentric and stimulus-centred neglect dyslexia can be dissociated from visuospatial neglect, suggesting that these deficits may involve damage to independent perceptual systems (Haywood & Coltheart, 2000; Moore & Demeyere, 2017; Vallar et al., 2010). Subsequent investigations have suggested that Hillis and Caramazza’s (1995) model may not be generalisable, but instead may only apply to the processing of alphanumeric stimuli (Haywood & Coltheart, 2000).

One method for evaluating the comparative strength of evidence in support of the generalisability of Hillis and Caramazza’s (1995) model is through investigating whether or not neglect dyslexia reading errors are content-specific. If the component damaged in neglect dyslexia is common to more generalised representational systems, neglect dyslexia reading impairment would not be expected to be content-specific (Ellis et al., 1987; Jackson & Coltheart, 2013), meaning that neglect dyslexic patients might be expected to commit similar neglect based reading errors when reading words, numbers, and pronounceable pseudo-words. Previous studies which have compared real word and pseudo-word reading in patients with neglect dyslexia have found more errors when reading pseudo-words than when reading real words (Arduini, Burani, & Vallar, 2002; Brunn & Farah, 1991; Chatterjee, 1995; Cubelli & Beschin, 2005; Rusconi, Cappa, Scala, & Meneghello, 2004; Stenneken, van Eimeren, Keller, Jacobs, & Kerkhoff, 2008). These studies only considered quantitative differences in the number of errors and not qualitative comparisons of specific reading error types. We expect that drawing comparisons between error patterns when reading real and pseudo-words may help clarify whether neglect dyslexia’s underlying deficit occurs within a content-specific or domain-general reference frame. Additionally, while many neglect dyslexic patients have been found to commit lateralised errors when reading numbers, this impairment has not been found in all patients (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a; Friedmann & Nachman-Katz, 2004).

The purpose of the present investigation was to employ data from a single case study of a patient demonstrating neglect dyslexia to critically evaluate word-centred neglect dyslexia’s relationship with visuospatial neglect and implications for the generalisability of Hillis and Caramazza’s (1995) three-tier model of representational impairments. Specifically, this study aimed to replicate Caramazza and Hillis’ (1990a) stimulus manipulation conditions to determine whether this patient’s neglect dyslexia occurs within a word-centred frame of reference and to additionally investigate the effects of stimulus type manipulations (i.e., words vs pseudo-words vs numbers) to determine whether this patient’s neglect dyslexia represents a content-specific deficit.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Case report

AB was a 75-year-old woman who was admitted to the John Radcliffe Hospital’s hyper-acute stroke ward after presenting with right facial weakness, right facial numbness, and dysarthria. According to AB’s medical notes, these symptoms began at approximately 06:00 on the date of testing and had resolved by 07:00. AB was admitted at approximately 09:00 of the same day and completed the NIHSS at 09:34. This investigation’s cognitive assessments and reading experiments were conducted between 10:30 and 11:27 am on same day, less than 6 h after initial symptom onset. AB’s diagnostic CT scan was collected at 14:37, 9 h after initial symptom onset. This diagnostic CT scan examined by a professional consultant radiologist (MF) (Fig. 1). This investigation identified no evidence of intracranial haemorrhage, ischaemic lesions, or space-occupying lesions. A comparison was made with an earlier CT head scan collected the previous month and no interval changes were present. AB was subsequently diagnosed with a Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA).

Acute CT scans do often produce false negatives as it takes time for ischemic lesions to develop (González, 2005; Merino & Warach, 2010). In CT scans taken within 3 h of an ischemic event, ischemic changes are generally visible in 31–53% of patients but at 6 h this sensitivity increases to 67% and continues to increase over time (González, 2005; Merino & Warach, 2010). AB’s CT scan was collected approximately 9 h following her initial symptom onset, meaning that if an ischemic (or haemorrhagic) stroke had occurred, it would likely have been expected to be reflected in her diagnostic scan. However, the differentiation between ischemic strokes and TIsAs is generally made based on the transience of focal stroke symptoms rather than by CT scan analysis. AB was diagnosed with a TIA due to the fact that her initial motor weakness, facial droop, and slurred speech resolved within 1 h of initial onset. If AB would have had a stroke, these symptoms would not have been expected to be transient. This symptom transience is what ultimately determined AB’s diagnosis.

AB completed 10 years of education, self-reported being right-handed, and reported a past medical history of epilepsy and Rheumatoid Arthritis. AB commented on having “some trouble reading” after completing the cognitive screen.

2.2. Materials and procedure

AB completed the Oxford Cognitive Screen (OCS) and NIH Stroke Screen (NIHSS) as a component of standardised acute stroke setting procedures. The NIHSS is a 11-item scale designed to detect and evaluate a wide range of physical and cognitive post-stroke impairments (Spilker et al., 1997). NIHSS total scores range from 0 to 42 with 0 representing no stroke symptoms and 42 representing the most severe level of stroke impairment. The OCS is an 11-item cognitive assessment battery designed to provide a concise, comprehensive, and multi-domain summary of post-stroke cognitive impairments. The OCS is a validated, normed, and published cognitive screen, designed specifically for post-stroke
cognitive screening (Demeyere et al., 2016; Demeyere et al., 2015). The OCS cancellation task is a validated and highly sensitive to visuospatial neglect, with 94.12% sensitivity compared to the Behavioural Inattention Test’s star cancellation test (Demeyere et al., 2015). The OCS also assesses visual field deficits by asking participants to fixate on the examiner’s nose and respond when the examiner’s raised hands moved in the left and right upper and lower visual field quadrants. Cumulatively, the OCS evaluates five domains of cognition: language, memory, attention, praxis, and number processing (see www.ocs-test.org).

This investigation’s three experimental conditions consisted of a series of reading tasks designed to detect neglect dyslexia and determine the effects of stimulus orientation and lexical content manipulations on neglect dyslexia reading errors. In each of these conditions, a series of written stimuli were presented sequentially and centrally on a tablet computer. This presentation program was written using MATLAB’s Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997). Each stimulus was displayed in all capital letters in size 23 Arial font at the centre of the screen, and remained present for an unlimited duration, until a response was made by the participant. Given a viewing distance of approximately 50 cm, the viewing angle for the horizontal stimuli ranged from a 2.29-degree to a 9.19-degree visual angle, depending on stimulus length. Responses were recorded as correct or incorrect by the examiner through a tap on the left or right side of the screen. Audio recordings of patient responses were collected and were subsequently reviewed to confirm and code error types.

Each of this investigation’s three conditions included real word, pseudo-word, or number stimuli. The words and pseudo-words used in this investigation’s experiments were selected so that omission or substitution of the leftmost and rightmost letters of each stimulus could potentially yield a response with lexical content. For example, the word IMPARTIAL could be misread as either “partial” or “impart” and the pseudo-word PANOW could be misread as either “pan” or “now”. These words were chosen in order to increase the probability that patients would commit neglect dyslexia reading errors (Riddoch, 1990; Vallar et al., 2010). Similarly, this experiment’s stimuli were intentionally selected to include many derivational affixes in order to increase the probability of neglect dyslexia reading errors. Words with suffixes and prefixes are generally more likely to produce neglect dyslexia reading errors than words without these affixes as derivational affixes can be substituted or omitted in many different combinations which still produce lexical responses (e.g., OBSESSED can potentially be misread as obsession, obsessing, obsesses, obsess, etc.) (Riddoch, 1990; Vallar et al., 2010).

For transparency, the full list of words, numbers, and pseudo-words is included in the supplementary materials (Appendix Tables 1–7). All stimuli types were presented in separate experimental blocks to avoid potentially confounding effects of intermixed presentation.

2.3. Experiment one: reading assessment

Here, we aimed to clarify whether AB exhibited a neglect dyslexia reading impairment. In this condition, AB was asked to read a series of 100 real words presented in the normal orientation on the tablet screen. This assessment consisted of 25 words with between 3 and 10 letters. In each of this investigation’s experiments, stimulus presentation order was randomised within each word length category and these word-length categories were presented in ascending order so that all 3-letter stimuli were presented first, followed by all 4-letter stimuli, and so on.

2.4. Experiment two: orientation manipulation

The purpose of Experiment Two was to determine the extent to which the spatial lateralisation of AB’s reading impairments was modulated by topographical orientation. First, AB was asked to read a series of 32 words, 32 pseudo-words, and 16 numbers presented printed vertically down the centre of the tablet screen. AB was then asked to read 32 words, 32 pseudo-words, and 16 numbers which were presented in mirror-reflected orientation (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of the two orientation conditions). The word and pseudo-word stimuli presented in each condition consisted of words with 3–10 letters and the number stimuli consisted of equal numbers of 3 and 5 digit numbers. When reading numbers, AB was asked to name each of the individual digits out loud. The type and lateralisation of AB’s reading errors in these orientation manipulations was compared to her reading errors in the initial reading assessment condition.
Fig. 2 — An example of the different orientation conditions with an illustration of how these conditions would be predicted to differentially impact stimulus-centred and word-centred neglect dyslexia.

2.5. Experiment three: stimulus type

In Experiment Three AB was asked to read a series of 32 normally-presented pseudo-words and 16 normally-presented numbers in order to determine whether AB’s neglect dyslexia represented a content-specific or domain-general impairment. The pseudo-words in this condition consisted of 3–10 letter stimuli and the numbers consisted of equal portions of 3 and 5 digit stimuli. Pseudo-word stimuli and number stimuli were presented in separate experimental blocks and were not intermixed.

AB’s performance in this condition was compared to her reading error pattern in Experiment One in order to determine the extent to which stimulus type modulated the prevalence of neglect dyslexia reading errors. Cumulatively, these three experimental conditions included 164 words, 96 pseudo-words, and 48 numbers.

2.6. Procedure

After providing informed consent, the OCS and neglect dyslexia reading assessments were administered at bedside by the experimenter. The NIHSS was conducted by trained clinicians and was reported in the medical notes. The procedure followed the protocol approved by the National Research Ethics Service (Reference: 14/LO/0648). In the neglect dyslexia reading assessment, AB was asked to read each presented word, pseudo-word, and number aloud. Stimuli presentations which were interrupted by medical staff, phone calls, or technical problems were removed from consideration (n = 6; 5 words, 1 pseudo-word). Audio recordings of all incorrect answers were categorised according to error type and lateralisation. Reading errors were categorised as neglect dyslexic if they involved a letter omission, addition, or substitution affecting the terminal or initial letters of words. Reading errors were classified as visual if they involved letter translocations, omissions, additions, or substitutions which were not clearly lateralised. Errors were classified as regularisations if they involved reading a pseudo-word as a visually similar real word or the phonetically correct mispronunciation of a phonetically irregular real word. Errors which did not fall into one of these category types, were unintelligible, or involved responses that were visually and semantically unrelated to the stimuli were marked as categorical.

The OCS, and Experiments 1–3 were all administered sequentially and this testing was completed within 1 h. AB was given short, breaks between each task to help prevent patient fatigue. AB remained alert and engaged throughout the full duration of testing.

3. Results

3.1. General cognitive assessment results

When assessed using the NIHSS, before participating in the reading experiments, AB demonstrated no inattention, motor weakness, language deficits, or other formal impairments and was therefore assigned a total NIHSS score of 0. When subsequently assessed with the OCS, immediately before participating in the reading experiments, AB exhibited impairments in number writing, calculation, and sentence reading (see Fig. 3 for the OCS visual snapshot summary of AB’s performance). In the OCS number writing task, AB miswrote “seven hundred and eight” as “7008” and “fifteen thousand two hundred” as “150020”. These “extra zero” errors are commonly seen in acute stroke, previously documented in 14.2% of a sample of 667 acute stroke survivors (Haupt, Gillebert, & Demeyere, 2017). In the calculation task, AB answered one out of the 4 items correctly. AB also exhibited a clear reading impairment in the OCS sentence reading task (THOUGHT read as “though” and QUAY read as “quarry”) and was therefore recruited to complete the battery of reading-specific assessments in this investigation.

AB exhibited no significant egocentric or allocentric (object-centred) visuospatial neglect impairment when completing the hearts cancellation task in the OCS (object asymmetry score = 0, space asymmetry score = −1, Total Correct = 35/50). However, AB did not rely on a consistent spatial search strategy in this task, but instead marked correct hearts in a random order across both sides of the page. AB’s completed cancellation task is included in the supplementary materials (Appendix Fig. 1). AB was not found to exhibit any visual field deficits which may have impacted her reading abilities.

3.2. Experiment one: reading assessment

AB read 97 real words presented in the normal orientation. Overall, AB read 81/97 (83.51%) of these words correctly. Of the 16 reading errors AB committed, 15 were lateralised neglect dyslexic reading errors affecting the terminal letters (right side) of words. Four errors involved right-lateralised letter
omissions (e.g., RELATED read as “relate”, TOTALLY read as “total”) and 11 errors involved right-lateralised letter substitutions (e.g., EVERY read as “even”, PASSAGE read as “passenger”). See Table 1 for a summary of AB’s performance on the neglect dyslexia reading assessments and Appendix Tables 1–7 for a full report of AB’s reading errors.

3.3. Experiment two: orientation manipulation

When reading vertical words, AB continued to commit omission, addition, and substitution errors affecting the terminal portion of presented words. For example, AB read GLOBE as

Table 1 – A summary of AB’s reading performance in this investigation’s three manipulation conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading assessment</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Pseudo-words</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal presentation</td>
<td>81/97 (83.5%)</td>
<td>22/32 (68.8%)</td>
<td>16/16 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect dyslexia errors</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical presentation</td>
<td>22/31 (71.0%)</td>
<td>12/31 (38.71%)</td>
<td>16/16 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect dyslexia errors</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflected presentation</td>
<td>20/31 (64.5%)</td>
<td>7/32 (21.9%)</td>
<td>9/16 (56.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect dyslexia errors</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other errors</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 – AB’s Oxford Cognitive Screen performance summary. Cognitive domains are listed around the outer ring of the circle and individual tasks are denoted in the inner ring. AB’s score on each task is listed within each task’s segment. Scores which were below the cut-offs for impairment are denoted by shaded segments.

3.4. Experiment three: stimulus type manipulation

There was a significant and absolute difference in the prevalence of neglect dyslexia reading errors when reading numbers and real words of comparable length (7/79 neglect dyslexia errors when reading 3 and 5 letter words vs 0/48 when reading numbers; Fishers Exact, p = .0441) as AB did not commit any lateralised omission, addition, or substitution errors when reading numbers in the normal, vertical, and mirror-reflected conditions. AB read all numbers presented in the normal and vertical conditions correctly. Although AB did misread 7/16 numbers presented in the reflected condition, none of these number reading errors were characteristic of neglect dyslexia. 4/7 of AB’s reflected number reading errors were transposition errors (e.g., 925 read as “952” and 259 read as “529”) and the remaining 3/7 errors involved AB reporting that she could not read the presented stimuli and giving no response.

AB read 41/95 (43.2%) pseudo-words correctly. In line with existing neglect dyslexia literature (Riddoch, 1990; Vallar et al., 2010), this performance is significantly worse than AB’s performance when reading real words (123/159 real words read correctly; Fisher’s Exact p < .0001).

3.5. Word familiarity, length, and stimuli type analysis results

AB was found to exhibit a qualitatively different reading error pattern when reading pseudo-words compared to when reading real words (Fig. 4). For example, AB misread 10/32 normally presented pseudo-words, but 9/10 of these errors were generalised visual (n = 5), regularisation (n = 1), no response (n = 2), and un categorised (n = 1) reading errors (see Appendix). AB only committed 1 potential neglect dyslexia error when reading normally presented pseudo-words (MAB read as “mad”), which also involved a regularisation error.
However, when reading normally-presented real words, AB committed no generalised visual errors, no uncategorised errors, 1 no response error, and 15 right-lateralised neglect dyslexia errors (Fig. 4). A qualitative difference was present between AB's real word and pseudo-word reading pattern (Fig. 4). AB committed neglect dyslexia reading errors in 15/100 normally presented real words and 1/32 normally-presented pseudo-words. However, AB only read a comparatively small number of normally presented pseudo-words, meaning that the resulting statistical comparisons are underpowered and therefore not significant (Fischer's Exact, $p = .1165$).

A binary logistic regression revealed that AB's likelihood to commit a neglect dyslexic reading error when reading real words was significantly modulated by word length ($X^2(1) = 6.547, p < .011$), with shorter words being read more accurately than longer words. A similar model which included both length and whether or not each word included a suffix as covariates was also found to be significant ($X^2(1) = 35.8, p < .001$). However, the inclusion of suffix category was not found to significantly improve this model ($p = .997$).

A binary logistic regression analysis revealed a significant relationship between word familiarity and AB's reading accuracy ($X^2 = 4.78, p = .027$), with more familiar words being read more accurately than low-frequency words (see Fig. 5 for a distribution of the word frequencies by reading accuracy).

4. Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to document a single case of neglect dyslexia and to investigate the effect of orientation and lexical manipulations on lateralised neglect dyslexia reading errors. AB presented after a Transient Ischaemic Attack and was found to commit consistent omission, addition, and substitution reading errors affecting the terminal letters of individual words. These errors are characteristic of neglect dyslexia (Caramazza & Hills, 1990a; Riddoch, Humphreys, Cleton, & Fery, 1990; Vallar et al., 2010). Importantly, AB displayed similar proportions of neglect dyslexia errors when these stimuli were presented in normal, vertical, or mirror-reflected orientation. AB was not found to commit neglect dyslexic errors when reading numbers and exhibited a qualitatively different error pattern when reading pseudo-words versus real words. AB was found to commit a significantly higher proportion of reading errors when reading words which were less familiar.

The prevalence of AB's reading errors was found to be significantly modulated by the familiarity of each word stimuli. This is in line with findings from the NG case study (Caramazza & Hills, 1990a), with both cases committing a higher proportion of reading errors when reading words that were less familiar compared to words which were more familiar. However, while AB's neglect dyslexia reading error pattern was in many ways similar to that of neglect dyslexia patient NG (Caramazza & Hills, 1990a), there are important differences between these two patients.

First, NG's neglect dyslexia occurred following a left hemisphere stroke which produced substantial white matter lesions, but AB's neglect dyslexia occurred following a TIA. This is the first investigation to document a case of neglect dyslexia following a TIA. TIAs are characterised by focal stroke symptoms which resolve within 24 h of onset (Easton et al., 2009) However, previous research has demonstrated that transient cognitive impairments which occur following TIAs can outlast these transient focal stroke deficits (Pendlebury, Wadling, Silver, Mehta, & Rothwell, 2011). AB's focal stroke symptoms, right-sided weakness and dysarthria, had fully resolved by the time of assessment, also exemplified in the NIHSS score of 0, meaning that this...
patient's cognitive impairments, including neglect dyslexia, outlasted the obvious focal stroke impairments. Pendlebury et al. (2011) found that less than 20% of TIA patients exhibiting reading-related transient cognitive impairments exhibited significant improvement in their cognitive impairment within the first month following their TIA, suggesting that AB's neglect dyslexia may very well persist for a significant period of time.

These findings have important implications when considered in the context of the clinical assessment of TIA patients. TIA patients may experience a range of “hidden” cognitive deficits which persist even after their more apparent physical symptoms have resolved (Pendlebury et al., 2011, 2012). However, TIA patients are generally assessed using traditional observational methods such as the NIHSS, which focus on assessing physical deficits and may frequently fail to detect subtle cognitive impairments (Spilker et al., 1997). This highlights the need for standardised cognitive assessment within TIA patients, as these “hidden” cognitive deficits could be expected to have a significant impact on patients’ daily lives following discharge (Jaillard, Naegele, Trabucco-Miguel, LeBas, & Hommel, 2009; Nys et al., 2006; Pendlebury et al., 2011; Rasquin et al., 2004).

Secondly, while NG's neglect dyslexia co-occurred with profound, similarly-lateralized egocentric visuospatial neglect, AB's neglect dyslexia was found to occur independently of both egocentric and allocentric visuospatial neglect deficits. AB exhibited no significant impairment when tested on the OCS' cancellation task, or when assessed by a trained clinician on the NIHSS' Inattention/Extinction Item. These findings illustrate a clear behavioural dissociation between neglect dyslexia and visuospatial neglect. The double dissociation model represents the gold standard neuropsychological approach for determining whether or not two cognitive processes can occur independently of one another (Sullivan & Pfefferbaum, 2014). According to this model's logic, if two cognitive impairments can occur independently of one another, they cannot be dependent on the exact same underlying cognitive process (Sullivan & Pfefferbaum, 2014). It follows that if visuospatial neglect and neglect dyslexia are doubly dissociated, they represent independent cognitive impairments. Previous research has documented a substantial number of visuospatial neglect cases which occur independently of reading impairment (Beschin, Cisari, Cubelli, & Della Sala, 2014; Beschin et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2009; Pouget & Sejnowski, 1997) and this present study, along with previous case studies, provides evidence of neglect dyslexia which occurs independently of visuospatial neglect (Costello & Warrington, 1987; Cubelli, Nichelli, Bonito, De Tanti, & Inzaghi, 1991; Friedmann & Nachman-Katz, 2004; Nichelli, Venneri, Pentore, & Cubelli, 1993). This dissociation implies that neglect dyslexia and visuospatial neglect represent independent cognitive impairment. Considered in the context of the present study's findings, this provides strong evidence that AB's neglect dyslexia cannot be accurately characterised as a side-effect of egocentric or allocentric visuospatial neglect. Further, more compelling, support for this argument is provided by the findings of the orientation manipulation conditions.

Like NG, AB was found to commit lateralised reading errors which occurred within a word-centred frame of reference rather than an egocentric reference frame. AB made neglect dyslexia errors affecting the terminal letters of individual words when reading vertical words, and the prevalence of these reading errors was not found to be significantly different from the prevalence of her neglect dyslexia reading errors when reading normally presented stimuli. The vertical presentation condition was designed to remove any lateralised spatial bias within the egocentric reference frame which may have been impacting AB's reading abilities. This manipulation was not found to significantly affect the occurrence or type of AB's neglect dyslexia reading errors, suggesting that AB's reading impairment was not caused by egocentric spatial-attentional impairments.

Further support for this conclusion is provided by AB's pattern of neglect dyslexia reading errors when reading mirror-reflected words. AB was found to commit neglect dyslexia errors when reading reflected words, but these reading errors reliably impacted the opposite lateralisation of egocentric space. Cumulatively, AB's reading error pattern within this investigation's orientation manipulation conditions strongly suggests that AB's neglect dyslexia, like NGs, is best understood as a reading deficit which occurs within the word-centred frame of reference.

Finally, in order to determine whether AB's reading impairment represented a content-specific or domain-general impairment, Experiment Three compared her reading errors when reading mirror-reflected words. Similar to NG, AB's reading deficits were found to be content-specific. While AB consistently committed right-lateralised omission, addition, and substitution errors when reading real words, this pattern was not observed when AB was asked to read numbers and pseudo-words. If AB's neglect dyslexia was a consequence of damage to a domain-general perceptual mechanism, her ability to read all alphanumeric stimuli would be expected to be equivalently impaired (Jackson & Coltheart, 2013; Riddoch et al., 1990). AB's complete lack of neglect dyslexia errors when reading numeric stimuli strongly suggests that AB's neglect dyslexia instead represents damage to a content-specific mechanism.

The qualitative difference between AB's real word and pseudo-word reading patterns provide anecdotal evidence suggesting that word-centred neglect dyslexia might not equivalently impair reading through lexical and non-lexical strategies. However, these comparisons included a relatively low number of pseudo-word stimuli, leading to underpowered results. Future research can aim to further investigate this possibility by conducting a similar word/psuedoword comparison in a more stringent, statistically powered design.

While the findings of this investigation imply that AB's neglect dyslexia may represent a content-specific deficit, this implication is not without limitations. First, when reading number strings AB was asked to name each individual digit rather than to read the number as a whole. This means that AB's number reading involved serial, element-by-element processing rather than reading stimuli “as a whole”. This differential processing strategy may have resulted in numbers being less cognitively demanding to read than words or pseudo-words. Additionally, it is not quite clear how to account for the significant, but not neglect dyslexic impairment seen in AB's pseudo-word reading. One possibility is that AB...
could have exhibited a comorbid impairment which selectively impacted her ability to read relying on the non-lexical route. Previous research has identified neglect dyslexic patients who exhibited comorbid attentional dyslexia reading deficits (Warrington, 1991), and it therefore seems plausible that AB may have also exhibited a comorbid reading deficit selectively affecting pseudo-word reading. One other possibility is that the impaired pseudo-word reading could be linked to her other co-occurring cognitive impairments as detected with the OCS.

First, in the number writing portion of the OCS, AB was found to write extra zeros in numbers. A previous study of acute OCS data identified this “extra zeros” number writing impairment in 14.2% of patients and concluded that this deficit was representative of impairment in activating and employing the abstract concept of “zero”, which has no corresponding semantic representation (Haupt et al., 2017). Second, AB was found to exhibit significant calculation impairment. Calculation impairment is a fairly common post-stroke impairment which Demeyere et al. (2015) identified in 14.2% of acute stroke patients. Finally, AB exhibited an abnormal, unstructured search strategy when completing the OCS’s cancellation task. Neurologically healthy adults generally complete cancellation task in an organised, systematic manner. For example, participants frequently scan the search matrix from left to right, working their way from the top of the page to the bottom (Brucki & Nitrini, 2008; Weintraub & Mesulam, 1988). AB’s failure to employ such an organised search pattern may have resulted in her substantial number of target omission errors, and suggests that AB experienced difficulty planning and employing an effective spatial search strategy. Weintraub and Mesulam (1988) found that patients with unilateral visuospatial neglect tended to exhibit erratic search patterns when completing cancellation tasks and hypothesised that this lack of systematic visual exploration is one of the factors that contributes to the perceptual deficits seen in patients with neglect. However, AB exhibited no response asymmetry and therefore no visuospatial neglect in the cancellation task, suggesting that these two deficits represent dissociable impairments.

However, it is possible that this erratic spatial search strategy may be linked to AB’s pseudo-word reading errors. The graphemes of real words can often be read in parallel, rather than serial conversions to individual phonemes (Jackson & Caramazza, 2008; Hillis, 2000; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995). This is the first reported example of a patient with word-centred neglect dyslexia which occurs independently of egocentric and allocentric visuospatial neglect. Other word-centred neglect dyslexia patients have either demonstrated neglect which con-occurs in the same lateralisation as their neglect dyslexia or have not been assessed for domain-general visuospatial deficits (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990a,b; Haywood & Coltheart, 2000; Hillis, 1990; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995). This is the first reported example of a patient with word-centred neglect dyslexia which occurs independently of visuospatial neglect, providing additional evidence that neglect dyslexia and visuospatial neglect are dissociable conditions.

Second, while many other investigations of neglect dyslexia patients have included pseudo-word reading tasks, this investigation is novel in its qualitative analysis of the
specific types of these pseudo-word reading errors and its comparison between pseudo-word reading error types and real word reading error types. AB’s qualitatively distinct reading pattern when reading real words and pseudo-words suggests that the component impaired in word-centred neglect dyslexia might not be generalisable to other perceptual processes, but the number of pseudo-word stimuli employed in this investigation were unavoidably low due to time constraints. Finally, there have been relatively few cases of graphemic-level neglect dyslexia documented in previous investigations, and the present study adds to this list of cases and provides novel evidence which can be applied to further understanding of the cognitive deficits which underlie this reading impairment.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this investigation was to characterise a single case of neglect dyslexia reading impairment within a patient admitted for a Transient Ischemic Attack, AB. AB was found to commit consistent omission, addition, and substitution errors which exclusively impacted the terminal letters of individual words. This reading impairment was found to occur independently of both egocentric and allocentric visuospatial neglect as well as any general vision problems which may have impacted AB’s reading abilities. The results of this investigation’s orientation manipulation conditions strongly suggest that AB’s reading impairment represents a deficit which occurs in a word-centred frame of reference and the results of this investigation stimulus type manipulations strongly suggest that AB’s neglect dyslexia represents a content-specific impairment. These findings both replicate and extend the findings of Caramazza and Hillis’ (1990a) investigation of the neglect dyslexic patient, NG. Taken together, the findings of this investigation provide documentation of an additional case of word-centred neglect dyslexia and imply that word-centred neglect dyslexia may result from a content-specific representational impairment.
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